
International Studies Council 

Meeting Minutes  

May 1, 2017  

 

Chair: Stephen Forrest        Recorder: Kimberly Stender 

 

Participants: Bogdan Prokopovych (ISOM), C.N. Le (Sociology), Sean Gordon (IPO), Amy Wordelman 

(FCCSWL), Isabel Espinal (W.E.B. DuBois Library), Jose Ornelas (SpanPort), John Hagen (CHC), Stacy 

Lutsch (IPO), Tim Lang (CHC), Kalpen Trivedi (IPO), Ken Reade (IPO), Robert Wick (SSA), Gonen 

Dori-Hacohen (Communication), Alena Vasilyeva (Communication), Nancy Symmes (SGA), Carolyn 

Cave (CNS Advising), Rebecca Lorimar Leonard (English), Jim Hicks (LLC), Irena Bozin (CPE) 

 

 

1. Review Agenda/Approve Minutes February 6, 2017 & April 3, 2017        4:00 p.m.  

Steve welcomed the group and reviewed the agenda. Kalpen moved to approve the minutes from 

February 6, 2017. John seconded and the motion passed unanimously. Kalpen moved to approve 

the minutes from April 3, 2017. Isabel seconded and the motion passed unanimously.  

 

2. COPE Report           4:10 p.m.  

Tim stated that the syllabus for the Emerging Scholars in the Dominican Republic program was 

approved. Dr. Gloria Bernabe-Ramos, CLACLS Associate Director, presented the Global Puerto 

Rico at the Crossroads of Latin America and the Caribbean program.  

 Designed to provide 30 students with a comprehensive and immersive learning 

experience and an opportunity to earn 10-13 credits over 6-weeks.  

 The course will run in summer at the University of Puerto Rico/Rio Piedras campus.  

 The program’s affordability ($7,200.00) makes it very attractive to students.  

 The program will consist of language instruction (6 credits), a mandatory gen ed class on 

society and culture in Puerto Rico and the Caribbean (4 credits), and special topic courses 

(3 credits).  

 Language instruction will be at either the beginning or intermediate level (3-credit 

courses) and will be taught by UPR faculty.  

 Special topic courses will be taught by UMass faculty in a swap “on-load” arrangement 

with their departments.  

 Students will experience a one-week comparative visit to the Dominican Republic.  

 

Following the presentation, several concerns were raised. The first being the intense course load 

coupled with the immersive language program. Members were concerned that students would not 

have adequate time for homework and reflective experiences. Dr. Bernabe-Ramos assured the 

group that UPR faculty had experience teaching students and could customize a program to 

support all learners. The UPR faculty would use the same textbooks that are used at UMass. The 

second concern was that UMass faculty had yet been chosen to teach at UPR nor had syllabi been 

produced. Dr. Bernabe-Ramos assured the group that faculty would be selected soon. Stacy added 

that the syllabi was available and that it could be customized for the program. Isabel suggested 

that syllabi be provided to COPE in September 2017. She also suggested faculty who are aligned 

with other programs (Food in Cuba and Nursing in the Dominican Republic) partner with this 

program. John asked if course materials and assignments could be made available prior to 

departure so students could familiarize themselves with it. Kalpen added that an intense, well-

structured program such as this one is common at other universities and is precisely what some 

students expect to experience. Jim inquired if advanced graduate students could teach courses. 

Stacy explained that this would be much more expensive and therefore only faculty could teach 



courses. Tim was concerned that existing summer programs (Salamanca, South Africa and 

Oxford) created competition and might draw students away from this Caribbean opportunity. 

Upon completion of the presentation, the committee determined that the program was indeed cost 

effective. The group was satisfied that the configuration of UMass faculty aligned with the 

program would eventually be determined and that syllabi would be provided. However, the 

intensity of the course load remained a concern. Isabel suggested that syllabi be made available to 

COPE in Fall 2017.  

 

Tim made 4 recommendations:  

1). Align UMA faculty 

2). Provide assignments in advance to students  

3). Utilize UMA faculty to recruit students 

4). Provide student reflection time throughout program  

 

Isabel moved to approve the Global Puerto Rico at the Crossroads of Latin America and the 

Caribbean program with recommendations. Tim seconded and the motion passed with one 

abstention (Gonen) and one recuse (Jose).  

 

3. Recent UG enrollment data as presented at March 9, 2017 Senate meeting 5:00 p.m.  
Gonen requested that international student enrollment remain a discussion topic throughout the 

2017-2018 academic year. He thought the presentation by Jim Roche and Bryan Harvey was 

highly informative. Kalpen explained that IPO works closely with Jim Roche and Kregg 

Strehorn. Ken stated that there are approximately 3,300 international students (UG & grad) who 

hold visas and are formally processed through IPO.  Kalpen stated that the most recent round of 

applicants were already in the admissions pipeline so executive orders did not impact these as 

much. However, the 2018-2019 application and enrollment numbers would be more telling.  He 

stated that numbers for committed UG students would be made available on May 8 (May 1 is the 

deadline for deposits) and that the number of committed grad students increased slightly over last 

year’s numbers (25-30 more students). He explained that enrollments in engineering declined 

slightly while computer science saw an increase. Kalpen stated that the top five nations sending 

students to UMass are China (1), India (2), Iran (3), Saudi Arabia (4) and Turkey (5). Gonen 

asked if IPO resources increased and Kalpen replied that these had not because IPO is fee-

sustained and income generated comes from CEVIS fees. Jim believed that as a university which 

prides itself as a destination of choice, UMass should be more proactive with support and 

resources for IPO, ESL programs, and Advising.  

 

4. Proposals for a university-wide 2nd language requirement for B.A. students     5:12 p.m.  

Discussion tabled until the October 2, 2017 meeting.  

 

5. IPO Executive Director’s Report       5:13 p.m.   

Kalpen thanked Tim for his service to COPE and ISC and wished him well in retirement. He 

reported that the Five Colleges Mexico Scholarly Collaborations cohort (led by Dr. Bill Irvine) is 

seeking members. He presented a short report on his recent trip to Australia during which 

strategic curricular pathways and research with Worldwide Universities Network (WUN) partners 

were planned. Kalpen will participate in the WUN AWG from May 1-5. Ken explained the most 

recent executive orders pertaining to Buy American/Hire American and its impact upon UMass 

students, faculty and staff. He added that international students are a bit apprehensive to travel 

outside the US this summer for fear of not being allowed back into the country.  

 

6. Membership Update         5:28 p.m.  



Membership will change due to retirements and term expiration. Steve asked members to 

encourage colleagues to join the group. A new ISC chair is needed as Steve will step down and 

assume the COPE chair.  

 

7. Adjournment          5:30 p.m.   

Steve adjourned the meeting at 5:30 p.m.  


